Escaping the Walls of Isolation
And Rediscovering Your Life
15 Revelations for

Freedom from MCS
(and the physical impact of mold toxicity)

By Phil Kaplan

MCS, A Complex Condition with a Multi-factorial
Cause, and a Multi-Layered “Cure”

This is a simple overview to connect
those who have been touched firsthand
by the insidious condition we understand
as Multiple Chemical Sensitivity.
The insights provided
herein serve as a baseline
for understanding both the
condition and the pursuit of cure.
Much of the information overlaps
with those suffering the after-effects of
mold exposure, whether or not chemical
sensitivity manifests.

Continue . . .

In seeking out relief, solutions, and answers, I met people
living shells of their lives in tents and porcelain trailers
relegated to “the middle of nowhere” in their efforts at
avoidance. I’ve met the powerless, distraught, bankrupt,
and broken and I realize at any given moment any one of
us teeters just above that line with the power to rediscover
light only as long as we maintain an attitude of hope and
an effort toward forward motion.
Continue . . .

This overview is intended to trigger a uniting, a link among
kindred spirits, but one that is not marred by expressions
of hopelessness. I believe with every ounce of my being,
based both upon my research and my personal experience,
that a healing of attitude must precede a healing of body,
mind, and spirit.

Continue . . .

MCS, A Complex Condition with a Multi-factorial
Cause, and a Multi-Layered “Cure”
Human connection is empowering, isolation defeating. I know
you’ve been burned, abandoned, and disappointed. I know a great
many of those you’ve reached out to “just don’t get it.” After you read
through this, if you feel that I “get it,” if you feel a sense of connection,
complete the survey I’ll direct you to and let’s work together to create
some real answers. I welcome all feedback but will not respond to
negativity. While we’ve all known suffering, healing begins with hope.
After completing the survey you can request my report, “Mindset – the
Power We Often Miss.” I urge you to realize defeating challenge
provides a connection with purpose and a new outlook on the life we
almost missed out on. Welcome the future. We’ll create a bright one
with a renewed sense of spirit and a new gratitude for every joyous day.
- Phil Kaplan
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15 Revelations for Freedom From MCS

#1
MCS is Real
Every MCS sufferer has faced the looks of skepticism and assorted theories of friends,
relatives, and health practitioners who question the existence of the condition as a
disease. “Relax,” “it’s in your head,” and “you need a vacation” are armchair
prescriptions that frustrate and disempower us. THAT HAS TO CHANGE.
Millions of unrelated individuals from different parts of the world express
identical symptom patterns after mold or chemical exposures. This serves as
scientific validation that has not yet been recognized by the medical field.
Terminologies such as “brain fog” and “cognitive challenge” are subjective, but
with time standardized biomarkers ranging from biochemical labs to fMRI
results will evidence MCS. We need accelerated movement toward its
classification as a treatable chronic disease.

#2
Obstacles are Real
While we find frustration seeking aid from conventional medical resources, we must
understand the realities that limit recognition of MCS. To date there are few aligning
biomarkers that cannot be attributed to other concerns such as adrenal stress and
inflammation. Chemical companies successfully shield risks of environmental toxins
disguised as friendly chemicals from public view. Just as denial of risks of nicotine

and cigarette smoke was maintained by the tobacco industry early on, without years
of research, interpretations of science can be skewed. An abundance of consistent
data will be required for clear lines to be drawn between exposures and emergence
of a definable treatable condition. This places responsibility upon those affected to
demand public recognition, to spread the realities of toxicity, and to align with
medical and science professionals to create a unified voice.

#3
There are Four Pillars of Health
Optimal health rests upon four pillars and without a consideration for all four, imbalance is
inevitable. Careful attention to each of the four is the most powerful force in reversing chronic
disease. While the impact each has upon MCS will vary on a case-by-case basis, attention to all
four is the underlying foundation of finding cure.
•
•
•
•
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#4
We’re Burdened by Imbalance
Our bodies, in a healthful state, are amazing at maintaining a homeostatic state of

balance. MCS is aggravated by imbalances between load* and recovery and these
affect the endocrine system, the immune system, and the nervous system in
profound ways. The challenge worsens when an attempt is made to intervene and
affect a single hormone or hormonal messenger as “the fix” requires a restoration of
homeostasis, not “hormonal replacement.”

*

Stress Load equals the cumulative total of emotional, chemical,
physical, and environmental stressors, and the greater the “load’ the
greater the need for recovery

SEEKING CURES
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#5
Eliminating / Avoiding Irritants
The most obvious, but perhaps the most challenging step toward cure relates

to avoidance. When the question “what irritates you” is raised, the easy
answer is “perfumes, cleaning supplies, and other chemicals” but at times
we can’t help feeling as if the answer to the question is “everything.”

#6
Meds and Supplements
The pharmaceutical companies are quick to develop drugs to treat symptoms and MCS sufferers
may find short term relief of symptoms with anti-anxiety meds, SSRI’s, beta-blockers, and some
anti-inflammatories, but none of these medications are curative.

There are supplements that can aid in cellular protection, but at best they are “extras” and none
of them are going to behave as true solutions or cures. MCS offers doctors, drug pushers, and
supplement sellers a prime opportunity as desperation leads to “I’ll try anything.” Research and
common sense are both vital in evaluating the true value of prescriptions and supplemental
recommendations and the benefit-to-risk ratio is a vital consideration.

#7
Reprogramming
Neuroplasticity is an amazing science of virtually rewiring the brain. Several

important breakthroughs have been initiated in using neurolinguistic
programming and similar psychological refocus and redirection techniques to
break the link between exposure and reaction.

#8
The Vital Piece: Attitude
The Most Important Contributor to Cure is Maintaining an

Attitude of Hope, Belief, and Power. As soon as you give
that up, MCS wins . . . and . . . It’s fair to say, while this is
the most important piece, it’s the hardest one to hold

onto. Still . . . It’s a must and there are tools for holding on
to hope with both hands.

Lead with Desire, Follow with Possibility,
Act with All You’ve Got. Then Do it Again

#9
Better in a Moment / in a Day
One of our greatest challenges in communicating the erratic nature of our conditions lies in
providing an answer to the question “how do you feel?” The symptoms are so varied, and can
appear in so many combinations, it’s hard to gauge whether one day is “better” than the previous
one. In that we must adapt a new strategy. We must learn to identify “betterment” in a moment
as the link between psychology and physiology is undeniable. This isn’t to suggest the symptoms
are “in our heads,” but deciding to notice improvement wherever we can allows for a revision in
endocrine activity and neurotransmission. In other words, we have to mentally and emotionally
make ourselves “better,” not overnight, but with identification of little milestones that evidence
improvement, even if it’s only a lesson learned that empowers us to better use the day ahead. An
intentional focus on making something “better” every day is a gradual but sure-fire path to triumph
over MCS.

REFRAMING “HELP”
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#10
The Plight of the Patient
It’s hard for a healthy person to accept the submissive role of the patient. It’s hard to be put
under a microscope, evaluated, and develop a sense that the doctor examining you is missing
the big picture, is looking at symptomology without recognizing the true cause. We don’t
delude ourselves into believing we know more than the doctors, but we do develop a sense that
advice is to be questioned and with the input of others, we remain our best evaluator of
treatment options. Doctors in mainstream medicine aren’t accustomed to the proactive patient
and may categorize us as difficult, anxious, or delusional. We try too hard to convince individual
doctors that there is a systemic reaction to environmental triggers. These energies usually fail to
bear any valuable fruit. Together, as empowered individuals with a unified mission, we need to
have an impact upon the scientific and medical fields as a whole, not only upon individual
practitioners.

#11
The Gift of Prophesy
We have a gift.

No, when brain fog and anxiety kick in it

doesn’t feel like a gift, but we have a gift of knowing. We know chemicals are
harmful, even if they’re in fragrances or paint. We know there’s danger that
remains invisible. We aren’t different. We’ve simply visited the land of injury
first. We are pioneers, in a sense prophets, getting a glimpse of what the world
holds for mankind unless recognition and action become part of the future fabric
of the mainstream. We have a true responsibility to recognize and utilize the
prophetic peek we’ve received of where our chemical world is taking us.

#12
Treatments / Necessities
Infusions of Vitamin C, phospholipids, and glutathione have proven beneficial

to a majority of those MCS sufferers surveyed. Typically these can be
administered by functional medicine practitioners. Acupuncture,
psychological counseling, and guided exercise are often relied upon
successfully in the process of healing. Natural sleep aids, mitochondrial
support, and anti-oxidants are vital for controlling chronic damage resultant
from MCS episodic eruptions. The challenge lies in separating those few
treatments that provide support from those that are overhyped and overly
prescribed with little true benefit.

PROACTIVITY
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#13
Goals
In order to expedite recognition of MCS as a treatable disease, in
order to open doors for the medical field to see beyond the
boundaries of symptom diagnosis and pharmaceutical prescription,
we have an ability to connect to bring about real change. This change
can be broken into four distinctive but overlapping categories:
• Recognition
• Research
• Support
• Environmental Change
(Availability of resources to create chemical free homes and workplaces)

#14
Services We Need Access To
MCS is non-discriminatory. As we expand connections within the MCS
community, together we’ll establish networking access to professionals who
offer vehicles to exposure, recognition and change including services that fall
into the following vital areas:

•Legal
•Lobbying and Regulation
•Residential Support
•Conditions Evaluation
•Media

#15

Read the blog:
http://aliveandbetter.wordpress.com

Exploration and Connection
MY COMMITMENT: My name is Phil Kaplan. For 25 years I found recognition as a
health and fitness professional. I began a battle with MCS after mold exposure and it
nearly destroyed me. After following the advice of others, traveling the world
seeking medical help, wasting hundreds of thousands of dollars trying to “fix” my
living environment, and suffering disappointment, skepticism, and misdiagnoses, I
realize my years of experience in business, media, and public awareness can serve us
all. I’ve learned a great deal, but imagine there’s great promise if we combine the
knowledge we’ve accumulated on our respective journeys. In that I’ve prepared this
simple starting point to affirm my commitment.
I will travel the country / world, blogging, working on our behalf,. With time and
enough interest I’ll work to organize a true Foundation with contributions, nominal
dues, and fund raising supporting efforts toward recognition and cure. Every
“member” will remain fully connected, but I urge you to respect the “no complain”
rule. Our hearts are all united, we are kindred spirits, and in that we have to tap into
the best of all of us to find not only recovery but cure and the eradication of this
plaguing condition that is a threat mankind has brought upon itself.

AND A BIT MORE . . .

Closing Notes
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Interactivity
Collecting Data
Help us help each other. Please take 15 – 20 minutes and complete a simple

survey. There isn’t any direct cost or obligation. This will allow me to
recognize the commonalities among MCS sufferers and throw important
threads around the incidents of “separate worlds” phenomena that will lead
to acceptance, credibility, and solutions. Please complete the survey at the
URL below:

http://yourhealthbeginsnow.com/mcs-survey

Spirituality and Faith

True Healing from Deep Within

The Light, the Creator, the Source. Call it what you will. While “faith” suggests a belief
in something that cannot be proven, I’ve seen enough, experienced enough, and
tapped into enough to know there is a realm that runs far deeper than the five senses
and virtually every individual I connected with who fully recovered from MCS attributes
it in great part to a spiritual connection. Embrace your faith, explore your faith, or
discover it. It is a universal element in all healing.

This concludes the report titled:

Escaping the Walls of Isolation
And Rediscovering Your Life
Freedom from MCS
Complete the Survey at:
http://yourhealthbeginsnow.com/mcs-survey

Contact:
Phil Kaplan
http://yourhealthbeginsnow.com
Email: phil@philkaplan.com
Read the blog:
http://aliveandbetter.wordpress.com

